Christmas newsletter December 2021
Dear Parents, colleagues and friends
First and foremost, we would like to say thank you to everyone for your continued support and
efforts to make our school as safe as possible during the past three months. Your cooperation
with our risk assessments and the Public Health guidelines has been greatly appreciated. The
children have once again adapted to things being different in school and have shown great
resilience.
Our school motto ‘small steps giant strides’ can be observed in action on a daily basis. For instance,
it’s heartening to see just how well the newest children who joined the school in September have
settled in and are enjoying being here. All the children in school have shown us in their own unique
ways just how much they have learnt so far this year. We all agree that Class Dojo is a fantastic way
of sharing children’s achievements both at home and in school. Thank you all for your time and effort
in using the app. and please continue to send in photos or video of your child at home.
Each year we receive a PE and sport premium grant. Last summer, some of it was used to train staff
around safety for warm water swimming sessions as well as Rebound Therapy. These were activities
that were impacted because of the pandemic and already this school year, a number of children have
had sessions on the trampoline or been in our pool. Swimming lessons at Hazel Grove Pool continue for
some of our oldest pupils and one child was awarded his 25 metres length certificate. Some of the
grant was also used for more specialist swings in our Sensory Integration room and as well as
providing a great deal of fun, this has helped some chidlren to regulate. We have also purchased a
number of new toys and activities for playing with outside.
‘Celebrations’ is the topic throughout the school in the second half of the autumn term and it always
proves to be a great favourite for children as they engage in lots of sensory learning linked to
festivals and religious and cultural events. This has included Bonfire Night and Diwali. We are now
well and truly into our Christmas activities and a surprise visit from reindeers was a ‘first’ for us in
school. We hope to see many of you later this week at the Carols Around the Crib event – don’t
forget to wear warm clothes as we will be outdoors!
At the end of term, we will be saying goodbye to Ania Glogowska our Assistant Headteacher. Ania has
made a strong contribution to all of the developments in school over the past 3 years and we wish her
well in her next ventures.
We do hope you enjoy reading through this latest newsletter which shows the wealth of experiences
that have taken place in school over the past term.

Wishing you all a happy Christmas and a peaceful New Year.
Debbie Thompson and Helen McLoughlin.

Ladybird Class
Ladybirds

Step 1

Christmas 2021

Topics:
Communication and
Language

We have seen some fantastic communication this term: we are so proud of the amazing achievements
we have seen from all the children. Children are beginning to take symbols off the wall to indicate where
they want to go. Children are using a variety of communication strategies to choose things they would
like to have at snack time and play with during continuous provision. Jude wowed us by calling his
friends name “Phoebe” and Joe has started to use his yes switch when making choices. Phoebe and
Imaan are also doing well in their early phonics group with lots of new sounds being made.

Personal, Social and
Emotional Development
and RE

There has been lots of Intensive Interaction taking place in Ladybirds, children have developed close
bonds between key workers and children during these sessions. We have had lots of fun playing
together and learning what motivates children. Grayson most definitely loves bubbles and Zack chooses
to go to the White Room. This term we have had the pleasure of Fledglings nursery joining us to play
each week. Imaan has also visited them in their nursery and has made friendships already. Children in
Ladybirds class are also forming friendships and Ibrahim loves to dance and giggle with all the class
members.

Physical Development

We have done lots of physical activities this term to keep our bodies moving. Rvery morning the children
have had lots of fun doing ready to learn action songs. Phoebe has done some great modelling of
clapping her hands and stomping her feet. Some of the children have been in the hall working on their
physiotherapy programs alongside a focus on Busy Bodies and action songs. Louie has been using his
walker to move his busy body around the hall. In the classroom they have worked using their legs and
hands to move on different equipment such as scooter boards and a scooter bike. Brogan particularly
enjoyed being on her tummy on the scooter board. The children have also worked on their throwing
skills using bean bags and balls to throw into barrels. Kane and Joe have showed off excellent physical
skills with their sitting.
Literacy has been very busy this term, our topics have been Familiar Characters and Celebrations.
Ladybird Class have loved listening to the story ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’ involving adventures
through rivers, mud, grass and a swirling snowstorm. Everybody loved the ginormous bear! We also
enjoyed the story about a baby called ‘Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes’ where the children
explored their fingers and toes with different materials and props. Brogan enjoyed wrapping the baby
doll in a blanket. In Funky Fingers children have had opportunities to develop their fine and gross motor
skills using playdough to roll, splat and pinch to a popular Dough Disco song as well as practising
scooping and stirring with utensils and cutlery. Haaniya has enjoyed feeling all of the ingredients in the
sensory trays although she definitely preferred using her funky fingers rather than the utensils! Grayson
loves getting his hands into the cheerios and having a little taste.
In Maths one focus was circles, curves and semi circles. The children have enjoyed exploring different
types of circles and their functions. Ibrahim enjoyed rolling the hoops back and forth. During Autumn 2,
a focus was Money and the children played with the tills and were posting coins into slots of money tins.
Jude enjoyed lining the notes up and then putting them into the till drawer and Moses sat for a long time
playing with his till too. Some children have been focusing on their numbers too and singing songs such
as “Hot Cross Buns”.

Literacy

Cognition/Mathematics

Understanding
of the World

Expressive Arts and
Design

The Science focus play in Autumn 1 was exploring how materials can change shape by twisting, pulling,
stretching and squeezing them, Inaya was very intrigued by the stretchy sweets! In Autumn 2, it was
Senses and lots of fun was had with activities including food for smelling, musical instruments for
hearing and lights in the dark tent for looking with our eyes. Jaxon used his eyes to follow light toys
moving from side to side. Children were using their preferred communication methods to state weather
they liked or disliked the experience.
Switch toys have been used in ICT as well as using switches to turn things on. The keyboard has been
so popular and it has been fantastic to see all of our lovely ladybirds exploring the different sounds it
makes. Haaniya is a budding musician and explores all the buttons and settings.
Celebrations lent itself beautifully for lots of sensory art such as firework pictures using balls to roll paint.
Feet and hands were painted and printing on paper, this was super fun. Brogan and Zack particularly
enjoyed dipping their fingers in the paint to make our famous Christmas cards. In Music this term, the
children have had opportunities to choose nursery rhyme songs through objects of reference, Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star was a very popular choice and Louie would use his voice to shout for “more” if the
adults stopped singing! Inaya has loved dancing around the room when she hears the music playing.

We have had so much fun this term, it has been a pleasure getting to know all our new starters and we are incredibly proud of how
well they have settled in. It feels like they have always been with us. We would like to wish you all a Merry Christmas and we look
forward to seeing you back in the new year. Lots of love the Ladybird team. xx

Bumblebee Class
Bumblebees
Topics:

Step 1

Familiar and traditional stories and characters.

Communication and
Language

Personal, Social and
Emotional
Development and RE

Physical Development

Literacy

Christmas 2021
Celebrations

Our Bumblebees have been doing super work on their communication skills. We’ve been
using the BIGmack switch at circle time to say hello. Jack, Isla and Joshua have done super
work moving their hands to press the switch. Ava Mae has been doing really well with her
Eye Gaze to ask for her turn and to communicate at snack time. We’ve also been using
picture symbols to express likes and dislikes, ask for more and say we’ve finished. Its been
so lovely that Evie has been able to join our circle times on the screen from home, smiling
away and joining in with the routine.
It has been lovely all getting to know each other in Bumblebees class. We have been
developing a sense of ourselves and others. At circle time, we have been using photos of
our class friends to identify each other. Jasper and Jack have been using photos to choose
who they would like to say hello to, using their head and eyes. The children also focussed on
special family members, using photographs. Isla and Annabella had lots of smiles when they
looked at their pictures.
We’ve had great fun practicing ‘stopping and starting’ to music. When the music stopped,
Henry was very good at asking for ‘more’ with picture symbols. Isla liked the motion of
moving around the mats in her chair, giving lots of smiles. Jack got really excited moving in
different directions, especially twirling around in his chair. Joshua loved the pompom under
his chin. Discovering our ‘Busy Bodies’ was also lots of fun. Annabella was fascinated to
discover her hands and all the wonderful things they can do. Some great work in the
swimming pool too. Jasper has made super effort using his arms to push away the ball in
the water and Ava Mae has done brilliant kicking with her legs. Fantastic work everyone!
The children had great fun with our sensory story ‘We’re Going on A Bear Hunt’. Jack
laughed along at the rhythm of the story and its repeated phrases. We explored lots of
different textures, such as the ‘swishy swashy grass’ and the ‘thick oozy mud’. Our funky
fingers were very busy working in the playdough to ‘splat’, ‘roll’ and ‘press’. Isla liked the feel
of this and relaxed her hand and fingers beautifully on the flattened dough.

Cognition/Mathematics We’ve investigated lots of different shapes, with circles being a particular favourite.
Annabella discovered she loved the feeling of doing ‘Round and Round the Garden’ on her
hand and she did super work using her hands to spin the spinner. Jasper experienced rolling
backwards and forwards in the big circle spinner. Ava Mae was delighted to knock down the
tower of soft square bricks! Great work. The children have also been busy in our ‘shop’,
counting with the ‘5 Currant Buns’ song and choosing items to put in their shopping basket to
buy. Henry did some great work picking up the items and putting them in the basket.
Understanding
There’s been lots to discover in our outdoor areas and the children enjoyed collecting
of the World
autumn things such as leaves, twigs and pinecones. We’ve listened to the autumn leaves
‘crunch’ on the ground and heard the birds singing, which was Joshua’s favourite. Jasper
laughed as we threw the autumn leaves into the air and let them fall over him. Annabella
had great fun on the wheelchair swings and Henry, despite being a little unsure at first, was
brave enough to get onto the swing on his second visit. The children loved the reindeer
visiting school and it was wonderful that Evie was able to join us for such a special activity.
Expressive Arts and
Design

What messy fun we’ve had exploring different foods for different celebrations. Making parkin
and Christmas cake was perfect for feeling different textures (the dry flour, the grainy sugar,
the slippery butter) and the different smells (the lemon juice and the spices). Exploring the
treacle was the best fun and everyone got very messy and sticky! Evie did some super
choosing at home as she made a Christmas tree wind chime.
We’ve also been getting very messy with paints, making keepsakes with handprints and
footprints so there may have been a little paint between the toes at bath time!

It has been a fabulous term in Bumblebees Class. The children have done some super learning and its wonderful to
see them making progress. We wish you all a very Happy Christmas and New Year and look forward to welcoming the
children back in January for another new and exciting term. With love from The Bumblebees Team Judith, Jasmin,
Carol, Victoria, Jo, Shirley and Yvonne. xxx

Bumblebees Class

Owl Class
Owls
Topics:

Step 2
Once upon a time

Christmas 2021
Celebrations

Communication and
Language

Communication has been a very important part of Owls’ learning this term. Harry has started
to travel with his symbols to request his snacks, activities and places he would like to go to.
He has also been using his speech more, especially ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘again’ and ‘go.’
With support from Michelle and Felicity the children have been using more symbols,
choosing boards and individualised communication books. Amy Rose has been using her
new high definition symbols in her communication book extremely well, both at home and
school. She is able to let us know whether she likes or doesn’t like a song, activity etc.
Personal, Social and ‘Making new friends ’has been very important this term in Owls and Theo, Jacob and Harry
Emotional
have all excelled at this!! Harry and Theo have become very good friends reaching out to
Development and RE hold hands and smiling at each other.
Jacob and Harry have enjoyed each other’s company playing with toys, eating their lunch
and snack together and exploring the playground at lunchtime with Rosina.
Rameen had some lovely intensive interaction sessions with Sheena during our PSED
‘Physibods’ sessions, looking and fixating on Sheena, smiling and reaching out to touch her.
Physical Development Rebound Therapy was a favourite PE session which also provided us with an opportunity to
practise our communication skills. Ryan and Amy Rose used switches to request ‘more’ and
Theo used his symbols. Harry practised using his voice to request ‘more’ bouncing on the
trampoline. Amelia, Ryan and Theo have loved playing ‘Duck, duck goose’ and parachute
games during ‘movement’ sessions in PE. They have been eye pointing or reaching out to
symbols for ‘fast and slow’ to choose the speed of the parachute movements.
Rameen has also found that she can play independently with a therapy ball in the blue area
pushing it against the wall with her feet or hands.
Literacy
Story times have been very popular. Amy Rose has proved to be a superb actor pretending
to be asleep in Baby bear’s bed when she was ‘Goldilocks.’
Amelia was excellent using switches containing repetitive phrases such as ‘Little pig let me
come in.’ She giggled every time she pressed this, particularly if it wasn’t at the appropriate
point in the story!!!
Funky Fingers group led by Sarah O.T has provided lots of opportunities to develop hand
skills. Theo has been excellent strumming the guitar, Ryan has held the ball with two hands
before releasing and Jacob loved turning the fan on to blow the parachute.
Cognition/Mathematics Our Shopping topic took us on a trip into Bramhall to go shopping in Sainsburys. Theo and
Amy have also liked to play with the toy tills in our classroom shop session.
Ryan was very intrigued in our Christmas Maths session by the changes to a chocolate
button if you hold it in your hand. He later enjoyed licking the melted chocolate from his
fingers. Harry rolled out playdough and cut out shapes with cutters. He was able to indicate
which was the big train and which was the small star.
Understanding
Our Geography topic of exploring our local environment took Rameen and Amelia into the
of the World
big playground to go and explore the wheelchair swings. They both found this to be lots of
fun and we had smiles and giggles from both girls.
Exploring different lights in Science was something Amy and Theo really enjoyed especially
the red berry lights and the flashing bath toys. They both held these very close to their faces
to have a good look at.
iPads in ICT have been very popular with Harry and Jacob using their fingers to activate
apps and drag items across the screen to create pictures.
Expressive Arts and
Christmas has provided us with lots of opportunities to be creative. Amy, Theo and Ryan
Design
were happy to have their feet painted to create Angels for their Christmas placemats. Harry
and Rameen did great cutting using the platform scissors to cut out the snowmen to go on
the front of their Christmas card. Music Therapy with Holly continues to be very popular with
all of Owls, especially playing the chimes - Amelia, Rameen and Ryan have been fantastic at
using both hands and individual fingers to play these.
Preparations for Christmas have been a very enjoyable time for all the Owls children at Valley, engaging in decorating
the classroom and joining in Christmas activities. However, we are missing two of our children Jacob, who is recovering
from surgery and Amelia who is unwell. We wish them both speedy recoveries and hope to see them back in Owls very
soon.
Wishing you all a very peaceful Christmas and a happy, healthy 2022!! Love from all in Owls. xxxx

Squirrel Class

Step 2

Topics:

Communication and
Language

Christmas 2021

Once Upon a Time
and
Celebrations

Everyone has made fantastic progress with their communication so far this year which is very
exciting! Stanley is now initiating a range of activities to help him self-regulate including
requesting sensory play and Aaraib has started to initiate retrieving his communication board
from the cupboard door independently. Lexi is becoming more confident with her verbal
language and has been singing Christmas songs since October!
Personal, Social and
We have been working hard in Circle Time this half term and have started to choose a peer to
Emotional
greet with a high five, handshake, hug or wave. This is by far one of Ben’s favourite activities
Development and RE and he now initiates handshakes at every opportunity!
In Autumn 1, Poppy had the best time learning about body parts in PSED by dressing up as a
princess with a dress, crown and sparkly heels.
In RE this half term, Lexi has loved learning about Noah’s Ark and was able to help Noah out
by pairing up all of the animals and putting them into the boat.
Physical Development Everyone enjoyed our Rebound Therapy sessions in Autumn 1 and Lexi was even able to
copy different movements on the trampoline, including a star jump. Last half term, we also
enjoyed a Fairy Tales themed PE session in the hall. Ben loved squeezing into Rapunzel’s
tower and Aaraib loved walking over the bridge for The Three Billy Goats Gruff. This half term,
Lyla had lots of fun travelling around the hall at different speeds and was able to follow
instructions to move fast or slow. Lexi has definitely been our star swimmer of the half term as
she is now happy to independently move out of the shallow end wearing a pool noodle.
Literacy
“The Three Little Pigs” was a big hit as our story in Autumn 1 and Lyla enjoyed it so much that
she ended up in fits of giggles every time we read it! More recently, we have been reading a
story about Bonfire Night and Imogen has loved wrapping up warm in a hat and scarf whilst
exploring flashing wands for the firework show. In Funky Fingers, Aaraib has enjoyed opening
the locks and latches on the Melissa and Doug board to look at the fireworks behind the
doors. Imogen liked feeding carrots to the reindeer by posting them into the box and Poppy
was able to use scissors to cut up twigs from a fir tree.
Cognition/Mathematics Recently, we have been learning about sizes through topic related play. Lyla amazed us by
choosing a bauble from the box, putting it on the tree and saying “it’s the smallest”!
In our Maths session about Money last half term, Poppy and Ben engaged in some great team
work - Poppy gave Ben a selection of 1p coins to pay for 3 princesses and he then put the
money in the till. Stanley has enjoyed exploring Numicon this term and even initiated putting
one present bow in each hole of the large Numicon shapes, in one of our most recent
sessions.
Understanding
In Autumn 1, we explored hot and cold versions of foods related to a range of Fairy Tales.
of the World
Lyla’s favourite was using the blender to make pea soup for The Princess and The Pea but
unfortunately no-one was particularly keen on tasting the cold soup... believe it or not!
One of our highlights this half term has been exploring light and dark in Science. Imogen
found it very funny when we made the room pitch black and Ben amazed us by locating a
light-up wand from a box of objects and then using the light it produced to look at other toys.
Expressive Art and
Last half term, we were exploring rhythm through the sound story “We’re Going on A Bear
Design
Hunt”. Poppy always had a big smile on her face as she was banging sticks on the table for
the “stumble…trip…” section.
This half term we have been exploring colour mixing in Art and have had great fun using a
salad spinner to watch the colours merge. Stanley’s favourite was definitely mixing two
different colours of playdough together by kneading it.
What a great start to the year! Poppy joined us in September and Imogen more recently in November. They have settled
brilliantly and have made some new friends. Poppy often initiates hugs and dancing with her peers and Imogen is often
chosen by her peers during our greetings session in Circle Time. We hope you all have a restful Christmas, love from the
Squirrels team – Penny, Diane S, Becky, Ellie, Alexia & Lynne ☺

Hedgehog Class

Step 2
Topics:

Christmas 2021
Once Upon a Time and Celebrations

Communication and
Language

Everyone has been working hard with their communication this term. Alex has been using his
PECS and communication boards really well to request different things including tickles, chase
and swing outside and jump, push in and hide in the ball pool.
Zayaan has been doing lots of talking and singing. He loves to sing nursery rhymes and recently
he has started treating us to Christmas songs – his favourite is Jingle Bells!

Personal, Social and
Emotional
Development and RE

In Autumn 1 we were learning all about ourselves. Allan particularly enjoyed a nice relaxing
pamper in the Haven. He would use PECS to request a foot, head and hand massage.
This half term we have loved our engaging RE activities. Theo was a superstar creating a big
storm out at sea for our retelling of Noah’s Ark! He used a thunder drum and a water spray to
great effect! Most recently we have read the Nativity story and Arjuna was so gentle and caring
as he put a nappy on baby Jesus, wrapped him up in a blanket and then cuddled him.

Physical Development

This half term we have really enjoyed PE at the park! Alex loved our most recent trip and used
every piece of playground equipment to explore travelling in different ways and moving fast and
slow. He has also transferred his knowledge of fast and slow to interaction sessions back in
school – using a communication board to request fast spinning and drumming in the ball pool.
We have also been amazing at Rebound, the children (and staff!) have loved a weekly session
on the trampoline learning to stop and start, spin, star jump and seat drop! Zayaan has been
particularly vocal requesting “Jump, Jump” and counting to 5.
Literacy
This term we have read a few stories including Jack and the Beanstalk, a Bonfire story and
Dear Santa. Everyone loves exploring the props. One of the most popular ones was the light
up toy car wrapped up in a box by Santa. Udo did some lovely requesting for more of the car
when it went away.
Hedgehogs love Funky Fingers sessions – particularly the Dough Disco Christmas action song
where Theo was able to independently copy some of the moves.
Leo has really impressed us with his writing skills this term. He has enjoyed writing on an etch
a sketch, iPad apps, paper and on the windows using our special pens! He loves writing the
names of his favourite Disney films including Cloudy with a chance of meatballs!
Cognition/Mathematics We continue to learn through play in our cognition and maths sessions. Alex has enjoyed big
and small experiences in the SI room and Udo was brilliant at exploring the big and small
brushes and hoovers to clean the classroom ready for a celebration!
Arjuna and Jack really enjoyed our cognition session based on transforming and changing
things. They were great at pouring ingredients into a bowl and mixing them together to make
their own playdough. After it was made they loved squishing, cutting and moulding it to change
its shape.
Zayaan has been working hard with his cognition IEP targets. He has started to unscrew jar lids
to get to the items that are inside, he then tips them out, helps put them back in and tries to
screw the lid back on again.
Understanding
In Autumn 1 our Science topic around hot and cold was very popular and the children loved
of the World
exploring a hot room and a cold room. Udo enjoyed sitting at the table drinking hot chocolate
wrapping up warm and feeling the hot air of the hairdryer being blown on him. He would tap the
hot symbol and also sign for more. Leo preferred the cold room where he explored ice cubes,
tasted ice pops and felt the cold air from the fan.
This half term the focus has been on light and dark and Jack has been mesmerised watching
the fireworks projected on the wall in our dark room. He was also brilliant at exploring different
lights finding out how to turn them off and on again.
Art and Design
This half term we have been colour mixing in different ways. Allan has been really interested in
using a hairdryer and blowing through a straw to move paint across the paper.
What a busy term we have had! The children have worked so hard and done lots of amazing
learning. We wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! Love from the
Hedgehogs Team – Sarah C, Sarah H, Umaira, Tracey, Feray, Becky and Rachel ☺

Hedgehogs Christmas Term

Newsletter
Pandas
Topics:
Communication and
Language

Step 3
Autumn 2021
Circus
Celebrations (Diwali and Christmas)
We have worked really hard on our communication this term in Pandas and everyone has
made great progress. Sara has been using an ‘I want’ symbol and asking for lots of things;
her favourite things to ask for are party rings and a twiddle toy. Oliver and Blake have been
learning to ask lots of different questions. They now like to ask each other what foods they like
and we have found out that Oliver doesn’t like parsnips! Arta has been using the ‘more’ and
‘finished’ symbols really well and often taps the ‘more’ symbol to ask for his hands to be
patted.
Personal, Social and
It has been lovely to have new friends with us this term, Sara and Grace have really enjoyed
Emotional
getting to know each other. They have liked going to the ball pool together and you will often
Development
find them jumping up and down together.
We have been learning a lot more about our emotions. Idris will tell us when he is feeling
happy, sad, silly and angry. Freddie will tell us when he is feeling sad and ask for a toy to
make him feel happy.
In Autumn 1 we explored group games by holding our own fair. Freddie was a brilliant host of
hook a duck and would offer others a fishing rod. Blake really enjoyed parachute games and
liked to be a cat in a game of cat and mouse - we had to watch out as he was brilliant at
catching us!
Physical Development Our week has had a great start this term as we have been going to Hazel Grove for swimming
lessons. Everyone has blown us away with the progress they have made, Idris and Grace got
there 25 metre badges and Blake has become so confident in the water and is now swimming
on his back.
In school, we have enjoyed learning different Christmas party dances including the Conga
and the Cha Cha Slide, Freddie loved leading the Conga and would tell us it was his turn.
We also learnt different circus skills. Arta was super at balancing on a tightrope.
Literacy
Sensory story continues to be one of our favourite session of the week and we have enjoyed
two stories this term, The Circus train was very exciting and had some brilliant props to
explore. Grace enjoyed exploring the jiggly dog and the rice and was using her
communication board to ask for a turn with them. Blake has begun to tell us his own stories
our favourite one was about a kangaroo that went to Tesco to buy doughnuts!
Yoga has been very popular in Funky Fingers this half term. Idris is a natural at the different
poses and told us that his favourite pose is the tree pose. Oliver used tweezers to fill up a tub
with popcorn and Sara drew us a beautiful star on our Christmas window display.
Cognition/Mathematics We are now fantastic at making different patterns, Sara made beautiful paper chains and
Freddie used the Numicon to create Rangoli patterns, He was so pleased with his work he
asked us to take a photo of him. Arta explored the Christmas stickers to make his own
patterned wrapping paper.
When learning about time Grace had a great time jumping at different speeds on the
trampoline. She preferred to go fast and would tap the fast symbol to ask adults to bounce
fast with her.
Understanding
We have had lots of fun in Science this term. We enjoyed exploring pushing and pulling Arta
of the World
pushed a car to knock the skittles down and Oliver played table football and experimented
with blowing the footballs into the goal!
Magnets have been a really lovely session and Freddie and Arta enjoyed building with the
Magna Blocks and Idris went around the classroom to find out which things were magnetic.
In Geography, we have been on a local walk to look at different buildings Oliver did a fantastic
job of walking round school and even told us the roof has slate tiles on it.
Expressive Arts and
Cooking has been a very popular session this half term, Blake was fantastic at following a
Design
recipe to make chocolate krispy Christmas puddings and told us they were ‘delicious.’ Grace
really enjoyed making mince pies; she tapped the ‘more’ symbol to ask for more pastry. Idris
was brilliant at chopping up onions and garlic to make a curry but told us the curry was
‘disgusting’ .

Pandas have had a lovely first term of the year and have worked so hard. Hope you all have a lovely Christmas see you
in the New Year.
Aimee, Becky, Jo, Ghazala, Cheryl and Evie.

Pandas exploring, playing and learning

Giraffe Class
Step 3
Topics:

The Circus

Christmas 2021
Celebrations

Mia and Meg have been showing off some excellent switch skills this term, Meg wasn’t too
sure about the bubble machine at first, but then really enjoyed pressing and holding the
switch to make more bubbles. Mia loved controlling the fan with the switch so much that
every time we made it stop she gave a cheeky giggle and pressed the switch to turn it on
again! Yvonne has settled really well into Giraffe Class, and has been showing us how
great she is at communicating verbally!
Personal, Social and Mia and Rabia in particular, have absolutely loved their sessions in the SI room together this
Emotional
half term. Rabia learnt about spinning and swinging in circles, to tie in with our Maths topic,
Development and RE and she enjoyed asking for more and requesting to go faster using her communication book.
Hallie has enjoyed playing with the musical toys at lunchtimes, she also held onto and
played the bells instrument for five whole minutes during her music therapy session, which
was a real WOW moment! Meg has been another budding musician, she has been so
engaged during music sessions, vocalising and laughing as she plays her tambourine.
Physical Development Giraffes Class have been enjoying circus skills and dance during our PE lessons. Fatima
was a dab hand at the tight rope walking in a very straight line along the rope on the floor.
Mylo and Hallie were showing off their skills in their walkers, Mylo was very impressively
multi-tasking, walking the tight rope whilst also spinning the hoops on his arm, whilst Hallie
showed off her dancing skills in her walker.
Mia laughed and enjoyed dancing the to the Hokey Cokey and the fireworks song in our
Celebrations topic.
Literacy
In Autumn 1 the The Circus Train sensory story was a fun story with great props. Mylo loved
the candyfloss and did so well at choosing it and asking for more. Rabia was a great clown
and had lots of fun squirting us all. Some of our children worked on their visual skills in a
white room circus story. Fatima was fantastic at finding all of the juggling balls around the
room when Carolyn inevitably dropped them.
In our Preparing for Diwali and A Christmas Carol stories Hallie really enjoyed smelling the
spices and was able to ask for more.
Cognition/Mathematics Learning about rolling rotation and balance was a huge hit for Giraffe class. Mylo is excellent
at rotating a hoop and Rabia loved knocking clown Carolyn over with a big rolling ball. We
also learnt about time by practicing circus skills as quickly and as slowly as we could. Mia
was brilliant at playing the drum at different speeds and especially liked making us all run
faster by pressing a ‘faster’ switch whilst Fatima did fast and slow galloping.
In Autumn 2 we learnt about circles, semi circles and curves and patterns. Mylo did so well at
spreading rice into a Rangoli pattern and cutting out circles to make diva lamps. We also
learnt about patterns in music and touch through Diwali and Christmas themed Tac Pac and
resonance board sessions which Mia and Yvonne found very funny.
Understanding
Science has been lots of fun. Meg did brilliantly at pulling the bungee and Mylo and Rabia
of the World
have both been very interested in exploring magnets.
We explored local buildings in geography. We have all done some fab switch work in ICT
and Yvonne has done some great turn taking, and music-making with the Cosmo switches,
she loves the lights and colours and is very engaged in this session.
Communication and
Language

Expressive Arts and
Design

As a class we really enjoyed, making our special Diwali lamps and some lovely Christmas
decorations.
We all liked making traditional food dishes. The children have enjoyed exploring, smelling,
and tasting the ingredients, especially Mylo, who absolutely LOVED tasting the juicy mango
when we made mango lassi. Meg was also very keen to try some of the interesting
ingredients, and especially loved the lassi. Hallie also did some really good chopping,
holding onto the plastic knife independently, for a few minutes!
Thank you for all of your support to settle the children into their new class at the beginning of this year; we’re all
enjoying being Giraffes. We hope you and your family have a wonderful Christmas and look forward to seeing everyone
again in January.

Giraffe Class

Valley School PTA Needs you
Friends of Valley is a collaboration between our
families and the school team. Just like all school
PTAs we get together to discuss the best way to
raise much needed funds to help our children.
We will be holding our AGM one evening in
January, date to be confirmed when we return in the
New Year.
Please come along, any amount of time/help you
can give would be greatly appreciated. As we are a
small school it is really important to us that our
families get involved.
In the past we have held Spring Fairs, quiz nights &
fashion shows. Currently we are running our
Christmas Raffle.
It would be lovely to have a few Parents,
Grandparents, Aunties & Uncles join us.
Best wishes for the Season. See you in the New
Year.

